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A MULTITUDE OF POSSIBILITIES 
No matter where you work or how you work, Priority supports it in 
extensive ways. Choose from a coordinated suite of desks, benches, 
tables, and storage units. Each element integrates to create modern work 
environments, timeless appeal, and a whole world of configurations.

Also shown  
Task Chair: Wish / Ottomans: Dwell / Wall Panels: Stow
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BRING LIFE TO WORK 
What does your private workspace say about you? With Priority,  
the message can be loud and clear. Personalize your setting with a 
seemingly endless mix of materials, pulls, and finishes. The foundation  
is universal, but the style can be uniquely yours.

Also shown  
Task Chair: Campos / Lounge Chairs & Ottomans: Dwell / Pull-Up Table: Bloom
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BETTER TOGETHER 
Need a simple solution for a single office? No problem. Need to fill an entire 
office landscape? Priority does that, too. From executive, to community,  
to social spaces, Priority works as stand alone elements or integrates 
together to create a truly comprehensive solution.

Also shown  
Task Chair: Alumma / Lounge Chairs & End Table: Bloom
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FEATURES WITH BENEFITS 
The workspace needs options—and Priority offers plenty of them.  
Take, for instance, the collection’s rim and pull styles that are available in  
a variety of material options, or the cubbies that function as open storage.  
Add adjustable height for even greater flexibility. Each are optional,  
yet complement the workspace beautifully.

Also shown  
Task Chairs: Wish / Sofa: Boyd / Wall Panels: Stow
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THE JUST-RIGHT HEIGHT 
With Priority’s height adjustable tables, you can rise (or lower)  
to the occasion. The desk surround maintains an executive  
aesthetic while bringing functionality to the private office.

Also shown  
Task Chair: Wish / Ottoman: Dwell
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DESIGNED FOR CHANGE 
Change happens, and not always according to plan. That’s why Priority provides what a workplace needs: the ability to 
reconfigure, rescale, and readapt to suit virtually any situation. With plenty of storage options, Priority is designed not only 
for the task at hand, but for the continuity of an entire organization.

ONE FUNCTION WITH MANY FORMS 
Within the same design vocabulary, Priority offers the option of a flush-mount top or one that floats for a lighter look.  
Both styles can be integrated—separately or together—within a single environment. Incorporate mobile storage,  
work tools and easy access to power and data for a complete workspace solution.

Floating Surface
This worksurface introduces a lighter 
aesthetic—adding contemporary 
character to a practical design.

Mobile Storage
Give workers a way to stay  
organized by keeping items  
stored away, yet available at  
a moment’s notice.

Double Height Storage
Make maximum use of your  
real estate with double height 
overhead storage. They extend  
up instead of out—giving you more 
space with a smaller footprint.

Work Tools
Functionality increases when  
workers have supportive tools— 
like tackboards with a tool bar  
that integrates seamlessly with  
work tools.

Modesty Panel
Add privacy to open settings  
in a clean, light, and incredibly  
simple way. Available in resin,  
wood or laminate.

Technology Modesty Panel
A hinged door below the worksurface 
folds down to allow easy access to 
wall outlets and stored cabling.
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A HARD-WORKING ENVIRONMENT 
People work hard enough—so Priority makes the application work for them. Endless configurations make this possible, 
utilizing multiple components that support efficiency and practicality.

INFINITELY FLEXIBLE 
What you see is just the beginning. Priority can be a desk, shared workspace, or collaborative area. A multitude of styles 
and options offers more than a place to work—it offers a place to work your way.

Flush Surface
The look is traditional yet  
timeless for any work setting— 
a solid design, characterized by  
clean lines. Available in a number  
of material options.

Wall Mount Shelf
This shelf’s thin profile refreshes the 
workspace while allowing the user to 
display personal items.

Glass Doors
This optional door style, available 
with writable glass, blends aesthetic 
with functionality.

T-Leg Contrast
The base and leg can be specified 
in different finishes to provide a 
contrasting look. 

Cockpit
This configuration surrounds  
the user, yet doesn’t restrict 
movement—perfect for workers  
who need more space to  
spread out.

Cushion Top
Specifying the cushion on low 
storage adds the warmth of a  
textile to your space, while  
creating integrated seating for 
impromptu meetings. 
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Surround Yourself
What every worker needs—plenty of storage and surface 
space to spread out.

Right on Traxx®

Configured with our Traxx and Tiles to maximize  
wall space and integrate seamlessly with Perks®  
work tools. Includes a space for just about anything—
wardrobe included.

Independent Style
Pullout drawers and writable doors compose the 
backdrop of this work environment—complete with 
a freestanding desk and paper storage below each 
overhead storage door.

Integrated Storage
A classic configuration that maximizes space and 
provides ample storage. Cushion top storage creates  
the perfect place for a quick conversation. 

Double The Space
Shared space works great for teams who  
collaborate often. Storage can be designated  
or shared based on worker needs.

Community Point
Offers plenty of space for individual work or 
collaborative meeting points. Incorporates a power 
center for access on both sides, plenty of storage  
and tackboard with integrated tool bar. 

Room to Move
Gives users ample desk space, lateral files, and 
highback organizer with writable glass fronts.

Light, Low, and Layered
Table support offers a look that’s lighter in scale.  
Easy-to access cubby storage adds a stylish character.

Sit or Stand
You pick the way you want to work. Seated at a desk or 
standing at a height adjustable surface. Lighter in scale 
with plenty of closed storage options.

All In One
Sliding overhead door allows easy access while  
the bookcase adds plenty of display options.  
Standing height table makes for quick and casual 
collaboration with co-workers.

On The Wall
Clean aesthetic, light layered look. Features wall-mount 
shelves, a floating surface, and cushion top for  
short-term seating.

THOUGHT STARTERS
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WOODGRAIN: VENEER, TFL & HPL LAMINATE, PVC RIM

OPTIONS & DETAILS 

Amber Cherry

Cordoba Cherry

Mocha Cherry

Sedona Cherry Coco Sapele
Available in Veneer only.

Sienna Sapele  
Available in Veneer only.

Brighton Maple Huntington Maple

Canyon Oak

Monterey Oak

Espresso Walnut
Available in Veneer only.

Midtown Walnut Tribeca Walnut

Tuscan Walnut

Urban Walnut

Clear Zebrawood 

SOLID: TFL & HPL LAMINATE, PVC RIM

Antique White Putty
Available in HPL only.

Chamois Sandstone

Cinder Dark Chocolate
Available in PVC rim only.

Storm

Cloud

Wallaby

Shadow

Designer White

Fog

Frosty White

Graphite 

PULLS

Aero Arc Deco Dome Helix Linear

Link Niche Span Studio Trinity Wisp

Knife Reed Softened PVC Softened Wood

RIM PROFILES

SURFACE STYLES

Floating SurfaceFlush Surface

DETAILS

Programmable  
Height Adjust

Glass Door Writable Glass Door Sliding Door Technology Modesty Panel Mobile Cushion Top Ped

Reference the price list for a complete offering of material options.
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